Sensitive or dull?
Autists and High Sensory

Desensability is a product of high sensitivity
Sensory mechanisms are neurologically switched off when the sensory system is overstretched.
This can be temporary, but also permanent.
By permanently ignoring the external stimulus in the environment, this may result in non-verbal communicating
autists, who actually showed a tremendous, valuable sensitivity, as toddlers.
Typically, they then become so-called low-functioning autists, such as at the age of 2-3 years.
But they are not born this way. They "stopped talking" or "not even started", "do not play anymore",
"have no longer been interested in books and their environment", after many reckless experiences.

The punished inorganic body 'autism'
At some point of overload they start biting, stare at the wall and show properties such as:
Eating everything around, cramp-like holding on to something, hitting the head against the wall, etc.
Lamenting, overused, and ambiguously formulated language, challenges them to the nervous breakdown.
The communication ability of these autists slows, then shuts down.
It is then said that this is autism.
However, nobody can really perceive or understand the fact that this is an environment-related mechanism.
Perhaps this happens unconsciously, because you would have to recognize yourself as a disturbing factor in the
created environment?
Some autists communicate exclusively non-verbal, although they intellectually understand everything perfectly
well.

Non-autists become the actual disability
If autists utter exclamations such as "Stop!", "Bla bla bla!"
or "Back off!", they are often misinterpreted.
Many people feel a bit struk, since they are actually in need
of help themselves, to learn equivalent communication properly.
Warning signals are not perceived by "non-disabled people"
and thereby themselves become a further disturbing factor.
Because of their incapacity of empathy for autists, they often
cause irreconcilable conflict situations.
This is fatal for autistic people. They shield themselves and from a certain degree of overload, the autist ain't aware,
if he is in front of terrific hot coffee or the radio unbearably loud.
Only when stimuli are removed, the autist can react again.
For this reason, people who are unempathic, are called a "barrier" in this context, just as the sound from a radio can
be.

Stigmatized and limited by nature
From the outside perception, the autistic person happily becomes stigmatized with desensiveness or even
insensibility.
In truth, however, this impairment results from an overwhelming (not missing) sensitivity to sound
and insensitive, coarse people who do not keep enough distance.
Hence the eternal fallacy of supposedly impoverished empathy, or even worse, lack of empathy.
The worst thing about this perceptual manipulation is, that many autistics begin to believe in these homemade
deficits themselves.
Anyone who feels incapacitated, will introduce further development mechanisms.

What does not fit is made to fit
Neuroleptics, sedatives and conditioning are at the agenda.
Medical disability model, to prevent disability. The autist should now work and lead a normal life, but please do not
move outside of the installed framework.
A whole financial machine is built on the backs of these people.
If the social disability model and the steps of depletion were applied, in which all responsible people had to be
involved, the child would still be:
- speaking / playing / reading books / running / learning / developing
and not in such a poor state of nervous exhaustion.

Not a news flash
Since autists have been explored and publicly discussed, the cause component of a too loud, too fast, too violent
world is known. Until someone comes with the suggestion hammer "Middle Age".
In the Middle Ages people of other neurologies usually lived in a positively patronized surrounding. Cases of
"drowned in the well" or "imprisoned in the barn" have by no means been the case of normalcy.
Traditions show, that they were dubbed as "dummies" as today, but were given free of charge daily food, clothing
and even houses, because society was unable to integrate them into socially standardized activities.
No good model and yet the integration sector still works this way.
Replacements by government offices and companies instead of salary, without opportunities for further
development and decision-making.
{Irony on}
The one who does not choose to limit himself, is not the one who curtails the possibilities.
The common, loud, violent elbow-man of today is not responsible. The mentally restricted is simply too fragile.
End of story.
{Irony off}
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Epilogue:
In this work, to me it seemed to be a very accurate comparison, to describe the process by means of a sorcerer, who becomes
deprived of the magic power and who is then punished for being a muggle. In most cases, this is the treatment autistic people
receive by their environment. -Amy Rose-

